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Abstract
Trusted-execution environments (TEE), like Intel SGX, iso-
late user-space applications into secure enclaves without trust-
ing the OS. Thus, TEEs reduce the trusted computing base,
but add one to two orders of magnitude slow-down. The per-
formance cost stems from a strict memory model, which we
call the spatial isolation model, where enclaves cannot share
memory regions with each other. In this work, we present
ELASTICLAVE—a new TEE memory model that allows en-
claves to selectively and temporarily share memory with
other enclaves and the OS. ELASTICLAVE eliminates the
need for expensive data copy operations, while offering the
same level of application-desired security as possible with
the spatial model. We prototype ELASTICLAVE design on an
RTL-designed cycle-level RISC-V core and observe 1 to 2 or-
ders of magnitude performance improvements over the spatial
model implemented with the same processor configuration.
ELASTICLAVE has a small TCB. We find that its performance
characteristics and hardware area footprint scale well with the
number of shared memory regions it is configured to support.

1 Introduction

Isolation, commonly using OS processes, is a cornerstone ab-
straction for security. It allows us to isolate and limit software
compromises to one fault domain within an application and
is the basis for implementing the design principle of privi-
lege separation. In the last few years, user-level enclaves have
become available in commodity CPUs that support TEEs. A
prime example of enclaved TEEs is Intel SGX [15]. Conceptu-
ally, enclaves are in sharp contrast to processes in that they do
not trust the privileged OS, promising a drastic reduction in
the TCB of a fault domain. This is why the design of enclaved
TEEs is of fundamental importance to security.

One of the big challenges with using today’s enclaves is
performance. For example, many prior efforts have reported
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1–2 orders of magnitude slowdowns when supporting com-
mon applications on SGX [3, 6, 42, 43, 50]. This raises the
question whether one can design enclaved TEEs which have
substantially better performance.

As a step towards this goal, we point towards one of the
key abstractions provided by enclaved TEEs—their memory
model. The memory model used in several existing TEEs
[2, 16, 18, 24, 32, 33], including SGX, which originates from
a long line of prior works [11, 13], follows what we call the
spatial isolation model. In this model, the virtual memory of
the enclave is statically divided into two types: public and
private memory regions. These types are fixed throughout the
region’s lifetime. The spatial isolation model is a simple but a
rigid model, as its underlying principle breaks compatibility
with the most basic of data processing patterns where data
needs to privately computed on before being made public or
shared externally. In the spatial model, traditional applications
will need to create multiple data copies when sharing across
enclave boundaries, and additionally encrypt data, if they de-
sire security from an untrusted OS. Consequently, to support
abstractions like shared memory, pipes, fast synchronization,
IPC, file I/O, and others on spatially-isolated memory, data
has to be copied between public to private memory regions
frequently. This results in very high overheads, a phenomenon
reported in many frameworks trying to re-enable compatibil-
ity on TEEs that use the spatial model [3, 6, 26, 42, 43, 50].

In this work, we revisit the spatial isolation memory model
adopted by modern TEEs. We propose a new memory model
called ELASTICLAVE which allows enclaves to share mem-
ory across enclaves and with the OS, with more flexible per-
missions than in spatial isolation. While allowing flexibility,
ELASTICLAVE does not make any simplistic security assump-
tions or degrade its security guarantees over the spatial isola-
tion model. We view enclaves as a fundamental abstraction
for partitioning applications in this work, and therefore, we
assume that enclaves do not trust each other and can become
compromised during their lifetime. The ELASTICLAVE design
directly eliminates the need for expensive data copy opera-
tions, which are necessary in the spatial isolation model to
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ensure security. The end result is that ELASTICLAVE offers
10×–100× better performance than spatially-isolated TEEs
with the same level of application-desired security.

The main challenge designing ELASTICLAVE is providing
sufficient flexibility in defining security over shared memory
regions, while minimizing complexity. Relaxing the spatial
isolation model such that it allows enclaves to privately share
memory between them, without trusting a trusted OS as an
intermediary, requires careful consideration. In particular, we
want to allow enclaves to share a memory region and be able
to alter their permissions on the region over time, thereby
eliminating the need to create private copies. The permission
specification mechanism should be flexible enough to allow
non-faulty (uncompromised) enclaves to enforce any desir-
able sequence of permission changes on the region which
the application demands. At the same time, we do not want
the compromised OS or any other enclaves that may have
become compromised during runtime to be able to escalate
their privileges arbitrarily, beyond what was initially agreed
upon. For instance, simply providing the equivalent of the
traditional shared memory and IPC interfaces (e.g., POSIX)
can leave several avenues of attacks unaddressed. The un-
trusted OS or compromised enclaves may modify/read shared
memory out of turn, create TOCTOU attacks, intentionally
create race conditions, re-delegate permissions, and so on.
Thus, the ELASTICLAVE interface is designed with abstrac-
tions that relax the spatial model minimally. Further, a simple
interface design makes it easy to analyze the final security,
and simultaneously, keeps the implementation impact small.

We implement our design on an open-source, RTL-level
RISC-V 800 MHz processor [4]. We evaluate performance
and chip area impact of ELASTICLAVE using a cycle-level
simulator [25] on several synthetic as well as real-world
benchmarks. We observe that ELASTICLAVE enables per-
formance improvements of 1–2 orders of magnitude over the
spatial isolation model implemented in the same processor
configuration. We also show that ELASTICLAVE has a modest
cost on implementation complexity. First, we show that the ad-
ditional TCB is than 7,000 LoC. Second, our benchmarking
highlights that the performance overhead is affected primarily
by the number of enclave-to-enclave context switches, i.e, it is
independent of the size of shared data in a region. Further, the
increased hardware register pressure due to ELASTICLAVE
does not increase the critical path of the synthesized core
for all tested configurations. Third, the hardware area foot-
print scales well with the maximum number of shared regions
ELASTICLAVE is configured to support. Specifically, our es-
timated hardware area increase is below 1% of our baseline
RISC-V processor, for every 8 additional shared memory re-
gions ELASTICLAVE TEE is configured to support.
Contributions. The paper proposes a new memory model for
enclaved TEEs called ELASTICLAVE. We show that its design
can result in significantly better performance than the spatial
isolation model. We offer a prototype implementation on a

RISC-V processor, with a modest hardware area impact.

2 Problem

TEE provides the abstraction of enclaves to isolate compo-
nents of an application, which run with user-level privileges.
The TEE implementation (privileged hardware) is trusted
and assumed to be bug-free.1 We want to design an efficient
memory model for TEEs that support enclaves. In our setup,
a security-sensitive application is partitioned into multiple
potentially compromised (or faulty) components. Each com-
ponent runs in a separate enclave created by the TEE, which
serves as a basic isolation primitive. Enclaves are assumed
to be mutually-distrusting, since they can be compromised
by the adversary during their execution, e.g., due to software
exploits. This assumption is of fundamental importance, as it
captures the essence of why the application is partitioned to
begin with. The memory model adopted by Intel SGX serves
as a tangible baseline to explain how a rigid security models
can induce prohibitive performance costs.

2.1 Baseline: The Spatial Isolation Model

Most enclaves available on commodity processors, use a mem-
ory model which we call the spatial isolation model [9,11,27,
33, 41, 46], including Intel SGX, which follows many prior
proposals [11, 13]. In this model, each enclave comprises two
different types of non-overlapping virtual memory regions:

1. Private memory: exclusive to the enclave itself and inac-
cessible to all other enclaves running on the system.

2. Public memory: fully accessible to the enclave and the
untrusted OS, who may then share it with other enclaves.

The spatial model embodies the principle of dividing trust
in an “all or none” manner [43]. For each enclave, every other
enclave is fully trusted to access the public memory, whereas
the private memory is accessible only to the enclave itself.
This principle is in sharp contrast to any form of memory
sharing, which is extensively used when an enclave wants to
exchange data with the outside world, including with other
enclaves. Memory sharing is key to efficiency in I/O opera-
tions, inter-process communication, multi-threading, memory
mapping, signal-handling, and other standard abstractions. Al-
though shared memory is not directly possible to implement in
the spatial isolation model, it can be simulated with message-
passing abstractions instead. To discuss the limitations of the
spatial isolation concretely, we present a baseline for imple-
menting shared memory functionality in the spatial model
next. We refer to this baseline as the spatial ShMem baseline.

1TEEs are typically implemented in hardware and firmware. Our TEE im-
plementation uses RISC-V hardware feature along with a privileged software
monitor, executing in the firmware-equivalent software privileged layer.
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Figure 1: Spatial ShMem baseline cost. Gray color indicates public memory; double-line border indicates the trusted coordinator.

Note that this baseline is frequently utilized in many prior
frameworks that offer compatibility with Intel SGX [3,43,50].

The Spatial ShMem Baseline. This baseline simulates a
shared memory abstraction between two spatially isolated
enclaves. Observe that the two enclaves can keep a private
copy of the shared data. However, as the enclaves do not
trust each other they cannot access each other’s local copy.
Therefore, the shared data must either reside in public mem-
ory, which may be mapped in the address space of both the
enclaves, or they must use message-passing (e.g., via RPC)
which itself must use the public memory. Any data or ex-
changed messages using public memory are exposed to the
untrusted OS. Therefore, the spatial ShMem baseline requires
a cryptographically secure channel to be implemented on top
of the public memory. Specifically, the two enclaves encrypt
data and messages before writing them to public memory and
decrypt them after reading them. We call this a secure pub-
lic memory. We can assume that the cryptographic keys are
pre-exchanged or pre-established securely by the enclaves.

A secure public memory is not sufficient to implement a
shared memory abstraction in the spatial ShMem baseline.
Concurrently executing enclaves may access data simultane-
ously and such accesses may require serialization in order to
maintain typical application consistency guarantees. Notice
that reads and writes to the secure public channel involves
encryption and decryption sub-steps, the atomicity of which
is not guaranteed by the TEE. No standard synchronization
primitives such as semaphores, counters, and futexes—which
often rely on OS-provided atomicity—remain trustworthy in
the enclave threat model we consider. Therefore, one simple
way to serialize access is to use a trusted mediator or coordi-
nator enclave. In the spatial ShMem baseline, we designate
a third enclave as a trusted coordinator. For achieving mem-
ory consistency, accesses to shared memory are simulated
with message-passing, i.e., read/writes to shared memory are
simulated with remote procedure calls to the trusted coordi-
nator, which implements the “shared” memory by keeping
its content in its private memory. For example, to implement
a shared counter, the trusted coordinator enclave keeps the
counter in its private memory, and the counter-party enclave
can send messages to the trusted coordinator for state updates.

We have assumed in our baseline that the coordinator is

not faulty or compromised. Attacks on the trusted coordinator
can subvert the semantic correctness of the shared memory
abstraction. One can consider augmenting this baseline to tol-
erate faulty coordinators (e.g., using BFT-based mechanisms).
But these mechanisms would only increase the performance
costs and latencies, reducing the overall throughput.

2.2 Illustrative Performance Costs
The spatial ShMem baseline is significantly more expensive
to implement than the original shared memory abstraction in
a non-enclave (native) setting. We refer readers to Section 5
for the raw performance costs of the spatial ShMem baseline
over the native. The overheads can be 1-2 orders of magnitude
higher. This is primarily because of the encryption-decryption
steps and additional memory copies that are inherent in the
implementation of secure channel and trusted coordinator.
Several recent works have reported these costs over hundreds
of programs on the Intel SGX platform [3, 42, 43, 50]. For
instance Occlum reported overheads up to 14× as compared
to native Linux execution [42]. We present 3 representative
textbook patterns of data sharing that ubiquitously arise in
real-world applications and illustrate how spatial isolation
incurs such significant cost.
Pattern 1: Producer-Consumer. In this pattern, the producer
enclave writes a stream of data objects to shared memory for
a consumer enclave to read and process. Several applications
use this for signaling completion of sub-steps of a larger task,
such as in MapReduce [17, 40]. For supporting this pattern
with the spatial ShMem baseline, the producer has to copy
its output data to public memory first and then the consumer
enclave copies it to private memory. In summary, at least
2 additional copies of the original shared data are created.
Further, the data is encrypted and decrypted once leading to 2
compute operations per byte and 1 private copy in the trusted
coordinator. Figure 1a depicts the steps.
Pattern 2: Proxy. Many applications serve as a intermediate
proxy between a producer and consumer. For example, con-
sider packet monitoring/filtering application like Bro, snort,
or bpf which modifies the data shared between two end-point
applications. Proxy designs can be implemented using two
instances of the producer-consumer pattern, where the proxy
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Pattern Spatial ELASTICLAVE

Enc Dec Cpy Instructions

1 Producer-Consumer L L 3 ·L 2
2 Proxy 2 ·L 2 ·L 6 ·L 4
3 Client-Server L L 3 ·L 2

Table 1: Data sharing overheads of spatial isolation vs. ELAS-
TICLAVE. L: data size (memory words) in the shared region.

acts as the consumer for the first instance and producer for
the second. However, in practice, proxies often optimize by
performing in-place changes to the shared data rather than
maintaining separate queues with the end points [19,20]. Such
in-place memory processing is not compatible with the spa-
tial memory model. Applications which originally use this
pattern must incur additional memory copies. The data stream
must be placed in public memory, so that it can be passed to
the proxy enclave that acts as a trusted coordinator. But at
the same time, the proxy cannot operate on public memory
in-place, or else it would risk modifications by other enclaves.
Therefore, there are at least 2 memory copies of the 2 origi-
nal shared data contents, totaling 4 copies when supporting
this pattern with the spatial ShMem baseline, as shown in
Figure 1b. Further, the data is encrypted and decrypted twice
leading to 4 compute operations per byte.
Pattern 3: Client-Server. Two enclaves, referred to a client
and a server, read and write shared data to each other in this
pattern. Each enclave reads the data written by the other, per-
forms private computation on it, and writes back the computed
result back to the shared memory. As explained, the shared
memory abstraction cannot directly be implemented with data
residing in a shared region of public memory since the OS and
other enclaves on the system are not trusted. For supporting
such sharing patterns, there will be at least 4 data copies—
one in server private memory, one client private memory, and
two for passing data between them via a public memory. Fur-
ther, the data is encrypted and decrypted twice leading to 4
compute operations per byte (Figure 1c).
Summary. The spatial ShMem baseline requires multiple
data copies (see Figure 1) to avoid attacks from the OS. Ta-
ble 1 summarizes the encrypt/decrypt and copy operations
incurred in our presented data patterns, assuming a region of
L memory words is shared and each word is accessed once.

2.3 Problem Formulation

The spatial isolation forces a rigid memory model. The type
of permissions of a memory region cannot change over time.
The authority which controls the permissions is fixed, i.e., the
OS for public memory and an enclave for private memory,
regardless of the trust model desired by the application. We
ask the following research question: Does there exist a mini-
mal relaxation of the spatial model, which retains its security

guarantees, while eliminating its performance bottlenecks?

Security Model. We assume that the OS is arbitrarily mali-
cious and untrusted. The target application is partitioned into
enclaves, which share one or more regions of memory. Each
enclave has a pre-agreed set of permissions, which the appli-
cation desires for its legitimate functionality. This set does not
change, and in a sense, is the maximum permissions an en-
clave needs for that region at any point of time in the region’s
lifetime. Any subset of enclaves can become compromised
during the execution. We refer to compromised enclaves as
faulty which can behave arbitrarily. While providing better
performance, there are 2 security properties we desire from
our TEE. First, the TEE interface does not allow faulty (and
non-faulty) enclaves to escalate their privileges beyond the
pre-agreed set. The second property, loosely speaking, en-
sures that faulty enclaves cannot obtain access permissions to
the shared region, i.e., outside of the sequence that non-faulty
enclaves desire to enforce. We detail these 2 properties in
Section 3.5. We additionally desire two soft goals.

Goal 1: Flexibility vs. Security. We aim to design a TEE
memory model that offers security comparable or better than
our proposed baseline. A naive design, which allows unfet-
tered flexibility to control a region’s permissions, can expose
enclaves to a larger attack surface than the baseline. Enclaves
may maliciously compete to become an arbiter of permissions
for a region. It may be difficult to enforce a single consistent
global view of the permissions that each enclave has to a
shared region, if permissions can change dynamically. This
in turn may create TOCTOU bugs, since enclaves may end
up making trust decisions based on a stale view of another
enclave’s current permissions. Therefore, our goal is to strike
a balance between flexibility and security.

Goal 2: Minimizing Implementation Complexity. En-
abling a new memory model may incur significant implemen-
tation complexity. A complex memory model could introduce
expensive security metadata in hardware, increase the number
of signals, and introduce a large number of instructions. These
can directly lead to performance bottlenecks in the hardware
implementation, or have an unacceptable cost in chip area
or power consumption. Our goal is thus to keep the memory
model simple and minimize implementation complexity.

Scope. The TEE implementation is assumed to be bug-free.
We aim to provide integrity, confidentiality, and access control
for shared memory data. We do not aim to provide availability
hence denial-of-service (DoS) attacks on shared memory are
not in-scope, since the OS may legitimately kill an enclave or
revoke access to memory. Further, our focus is on defining a
memory interface—micro-architectural implementation flaws
and side-channels are out of our scope. Lastly, if the TEE
wishes to safeguard the physical RAM or bus interfaces, it
may require additional defenses (e.g., memory encryption),
which are orthogonal and not considered here.
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Figure 2: Data sharing patterns with ELASTICLAVE.

3 The ELASTICLAVE Memory Interface

ELASTICLAVE is a relaxation of the spatial isolation model
i.e., It allows enclaves to share memory regions more flexibly.

3.1 Overview

ELASTICLAVE highlights the importance of 3 key first-class
abstractions that allow interacting enclaves to: (a) have in-
dividual asymmetric permission views of shared memory re-
gions, i.e., every enclave can have their local view of their
memory permissions; (b) dynamically change these permis-
sions as long as they do not exceed a pre-established maxi-
mum; and (c) obtain exclusive access rights over shared mem-
ory regions, and transfer it atomically in a controlled manner
to other enclaves.

As a quick point of note, we show that the above three ab-
stractions are sufficient to drastically reduce the performance
costs highlighted in Section 2.2. In particular, Table 1 shows
that in ELASTICLAVE, the number of instructions is a small
constant and the number of data copies reduces to 1 in all
cases. Whereas the spatial ShMem baseline requires oper-
ations linear in the size L of the shared data accessed. We
will explain why such reduction is achieved in Section 3.4.
But, in a brief glance at Figure 2 shows how the 3 patterns
can be implemented with a single shared memory copy, if the
abstractions (a)-(c) are available. Notice how enclaves require
different permission limits in their views, which need to be
exclusive sometimes, and how permissions change over time.
For security, it is necessary that accesses made by enclaves
are serialized in particular (shown) order.

Our recommendation for the 3 specific ELASTICLAVE ab-
stractions is intentional. Our guiding principle is simplic-
ity and security—one could easily relax the spatial memory
model further, but this comes at the peril of subtle security
issues and increased implementation complexity. We discuss
these considerations in Section 3.5 after our design details.

3.2 ELASTICLAVE Abstractions

ELASTICLAVE relaxes spatial isolation by allowing enclaves
to define and change permissions of regions shared externally.
Our design works at the granularity of ELASTICLAVE mem-
ory regions. These regions are an abstraction defined by our
model; each region maps to a contiguous range of virtual
memory addresses in the enclave. From the view of each en-
claves, an ELASTICLAVE memory region has 4 permission
bits: standard read, write, execute, and a protection lock bit.

For each memory region, we have two types of enclaves.
The first are owners, who have the sole privilege to create,
destroy, and initiate sharing of regions. The second kind of
enclaves are accessors. Owners can share and grant the per-
mission to accessors only for the regions they own. An enclave
can be both an owner and an accessor of a region.

ELASTICLAVE gives 3 first-class abstractions: asymmetry,
dynamicity, and exclusivity in an enclave’s permission views.
Asymmetric Permission Views. In several data patterns
shown in Section 2.2, one can see that different enclaves
require different permissions of the shared memory. For ex-
ample, one enclave has read accesses whereas others have
write-only access. The spatial model is a “one size fits all”
approach that does not allow enclaves to setup asymmetric
permissions for a public memory region securely—the OS
can always undo any such enforcement that enclaves might
specify via normal permission bits in hardware. In ELASTI-
CLAVE, different enclaves are allowed to specify their own set
of permissions (or views) over the same shared region, which
are enforced by the TEE. This directly translates to avoid-
ing the costs of creating data copies into separate regions,
where each region has a different permission. For example,
in Pattern 1 the producer has read-write permissions and the
consumer has read-only permissions for the shared queue.
Dynamic Permissions. In ELASTICLAVE, enclaves can
change their permissions over time, without seeking con-
sent from or notifying other enclaves. In the spatial isola-
tion model, if enclaves need different permissions over time
on the same shared data, separate data copies are needed.
ELASTICLAVE eliminates the need for such copies. For ex-
ample, in Pattern 2, when the source enclave generates data it
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Instruction Permitted Caller Semantics

uid = create(size) owner of uid create a region
err = map(vaddr, uid) accessor of uid map VA range to a region
err = unmap(vaddr, uid) accessor of uid remove region mapping
err = share(uid, eid, P) owner of uid share region with an enclave
err = change(uid, P) accessor of uid adjust the actual access permis-

sion to a memory region
err = destroy(uid) owner of uid destroy a memory region
err = transfer(uid, eid) current lock holder transfer lock to another accessor

Table 2: Summary of security instructions in ELASTICLAVE.

⊥

r-x-rw--

r---

r--l

rw-l r-xl

rwxl

rwx-

Figure 3: Lattice for the permission hi-
erarchy, or ≤ relation for permissions.

has read-write permissions, while the proxy enclave has no
permissions. After that, the source drops all its permissions,
and proxy enclave gains read-write permissions to process
the data. This way, both source and proxy enclaves do not
interfere with each others operations on the shared region.

While enabling dynamic permissions, ELASTICLAVE does
not allow enclaves to arbitrarily escalate their permissions
over time. In ELASTICLAVE, only the owner can share a
memory region with other accessors during the lifetime of the
memory region. When the owner shares a memory region, it
sets the static maximum permissions it wishes to allow for the
specified accessor at any time. This static maximum cannot
be changed once set by the owner for a specified enclave.
Accessors can escalate or reduce their privileges dynamically.
But if the accessor tries to exceed the static maximum at
any given point in time, ELASTICLAVE delivers a general
protection fault to the accessor enclave.

Exclusive Locks. ELASTICLAVE incorporates a special bit
for each memory region called the lock bit. This bit serves as a
synchronization mechanism between enclaves, which may not
trust each other. ELASTICLAVE ensures that at any instance of
time only one accessor has this bit set, thereby enforcing that
it has an exclusive access to a region. When this bit is on, only
that accessor is able to access it—all other accessors have their
permissions temporarily disabled. When the lock is acquired
and released by one enclave, all accessors and the owner of
that region are informed through a hardware exception/signal.
Lock holders can release it generically without specifying
the next holder or can atomically transfer the lock to other
accessors through transfer instruction. Atomic transfers
become useful for flexible but controlled transfer of exclusive
access over regions. For example, in Pattern 2, the source
holds the lock bit for exclusive access to the region for writing
its request. Thus, no one can tamper with the packet while the
source writes to it. Then, the source transfers the lock directly
to the proxy. Proxy exclusively accesses the region to update
the packet and then transfers the lock to the destination. Only
then the destination can read the updated packet.

3.3 Design Details

ELASTICLAVE is a memory interface specification consisting
of 7 instructions, summarized in Table 2, which operate on
ELASTICLAVE memory regions. Each ELASTICLAVE region
is addressable with a universal identifier that uniquely identi-
fies it in the global namespace. Universal identifiers can be
mapped to different virtual addresses in different enclaves,
and at the same time, are mapped to physical addresses by a
ELASTICLAVE implementation. The ELASTICLAVE interface
semantics are formalized as pre- and post-conditions in Ap-
pendix A, which any secure implementation of this interface
should satisfy. Next, we explain the ELASTICLAVE design by
walking through the typical lifecycle of a region.

Owner View. Each memory region r has a unique owner en-
clave throughout its lifetime. An enclave p can create a new
memory region r with create instruction, which takes the
memory region size and returns a universal id (uid). The en-
clave p is the owner of the new memory region r. The owner
permissions are initialized to an owner-specified safe maxi-
mum. These permissions are bound to a memory region. The
owner, just like any accessor, can bind the memory region to
its virtual address space by using map and unmap instructions.
The map instruction takes a uid for the region and the virtual
address range to map to it. A memory region can be mapped
at multiple virtual address in an enclave, but the static per-
missions bound to the region at the time of creation apply to
all instances mapped in the virtual address space. The owner
can then share the memory with any other enclave using the
share instruction, which specifies the uid of the memory
region, the enclave id of the other accessor, and the static
maximum permissions allowed for that accessor.

Every accessor, including the owner, can dynamically
change the permissions of a memory as long as the permis-
sions are strictly more restrictive (fewer privileges) than the
static maximum for the enclave. For the owner, the static
maximum is the full set of permissions, and for other acces-
sors, it is determined by the share instruction granting the
access. The changes to such permissions are local to each
accessor, i.e., permission changes are not globally effected for
all accessors; rather they apply to each enclave independently.
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The lattice shown in Figure 3 defines the permission hierar-
chy. Finally, the owner can destroy the memory region at any
point in time by invoking the destroy instruction. ELASTI-
CLAVE sends all accessors a signal when the owner destroys
a memory region. Destroying a region ends the lifetime in all
enclaves. The OS can invoke the destroy instruction on an
enclave to reclaim the memory region or to protect itself from
denial-of-service via the enclave.
Accessor’s View. The accessor binds a memory region in its
virtual address space using the map instruction; the same way
as owners do. The initial permissions of the memory region
are set to static maximum allowed by the owner (specified by
the owner in the share instruction). The accessor can restrict
its permissions dynamically further at any time as long as the
resulting permissions are below this static maximum using the
change instruction. Such changes, as mentioned previously,
remain locally visible to the accessor enclave.
Permission Checks. The ELASTICLAVE TEE implementa-
tion enforces the permissions defined by enclaves in their
local views. A permission bit is set to 1 if the corresponding
memory access (read, write, or execute) is allowed, and set
to 0 otherwise. For memory accesses, the security checks can
be summarized by two categories: (1) availability check of
the requested resources (e.g., memory regions and enclaves),
which ensures that instructions will not be performed on non-
existing resources; and (2) permission checks of the caller,
which ensures that the caller has enough privilege to perform
the requested instruction. Table 2 defines the permitted caller
for each instruction. For example, share and destroy in-
structions can only be performed by the owner of the region.

The change instruction is the mechanism for dynamically
updating permissions of a ELASTICLAVE region. ELASTI-
CLAVE requires that the newly requested permissions (perm)
by an enclave fall within the limits of its static maximum
permissions (max). Specifically, ELASTICLAVE checks that
perm ≤ max, where the ≤ relation is defined by the lattice
shown in Figure 3. The lock bit can only be held (set to 1)
in the local view of a single enclave at any instance of time.
When it is set for one enclave, that enclave’s local permission
bits are enforced, and all other enclaves have no access to the
region. When lock is set to 0 in the local views of all enclaves,
permissions of each enclave are as specified in its local view.
Lock Acquire & Release. Accessors can attempt to “acquire”
or “release” the lock by using the change instruction. It re-
turns the accessor’s modified permissions, including the lock
bit that indicates whether the acquire / release was successful.
ELASTICLAVE ensures that at any instance of time, only a
single enclave is holding the lock. If any other enclave ac-
cesses the region or tries to issue a change instruction on that
region’s permissions, these requests will be denied.

A lock holder can use the change instruction to release
locks; however, there are situations where the holder wishes to

explicitly specify who it intends to be next holder of the lock.
ELASTICLAVE allows lock holder to invoke a transfer in-
struction which specifies the enclave id of the next desired ac-
cessor. The next holder must have the memory region mapped
in its address space for the transfer to be successful.
ELASTICLAVE Exceptions & Signals. ELASTICLAVE is-
sues exceptions whenever memory operations violating any
permission checks are made by an enclave. ELASTICLAVE
notifies enclaves about events that affect the shared memory
region via asynchronous signals. Signals are issued under two
scenarios. First, when the owner destroys a memory region
r, permissions granted to other enclaves will be invalidated
since the memory region is not in existence. In order to pre-
vent them from continuing without knowing that the memory
region can no longer be accessed, the security enforcement
layer will send signals to notify all accessors who had an
active mapping (i.e., mapped but not yet unmapped) for the
destroyed memory region. The second scenario for signals
is to notify changes on lock bits. Each time an accessor suc-
cessfully acquires or releases the lock (i.e., using change

or transfer instructions), a signal is issued to the owner.
The owner can mask such signals if it wishes to, or it can ac-
tively monitor the lock transfers if it desires. When a transfer
succeeds, the new accessor is notified via a signal.

Lastly, we point out that ELASTICLAVE explicitly does not
introduce additional interface elements, for example, to allow
enclaves to signal to each other about their intent to acquire
locks, or to prevent starvation. Section 3.5 discusses these
considerations to avoid interface complexity.

3.4 Performance Benefits
ELASTICLAVE relaxes the spatial isolation model by introduc-
ing flexibility in specifying permissions over shared regions.
We now revisit the example patterns discussed in Section 2.2
to show these patterns can be implemented with significantly
lower costs (summarized in Table 1) with ELASTICLAVE.
Revisiting Pattern 1: Producer-Consumer. Application
writers can partition the producer and consumer into two
enclaves that share data efficiently with ELASTICLAVE. We
can consider two scenarios of faulty enclaves. The first allows
one-way protection, where the producer safeguards itself from
a faulty consumer. The second offers mutual protection where
faults in either enclave do not spill over to the other.

In the one-way isolation scenario, the producer can cre-
ate a memory region and share it with the consumer with
the maximum permission set to r− −−. The producer and
the consumer can then keep their permissions to rw−− and
r− −− respectively, which allow the producer to read and
write data and the consumer to only read data in the memory
region (Figure 4). The producer can directly write its data
to the shared memory region, and the consumer can directly
read from it without needing to moving the data back and
forth between the shared memory region and their private
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Figure 4: One-way isolated producer-consumer pattern with
ELASTICLAVE. The producer writes to a memory region (R1)
shared with consumer; consumer is only allowed to read.

memory. The producer can ensure that the consumer, even
if compromised, cannot maliciously race to modify the data
while it is being updated in a critical section by the producer.
The whole process does not involve any extra data copies or a
cryptographically secure public memory, and only introduces
fixed costs of setting up and destroying the memory regions.

Two-way isolation is desired when both producer and con-
sumer wish to modify shared data in-place, while assuming
that the other is faulty. As a simple example, counters in
shared queue data structures often require atomic updates.
In general, the producer and consumer may want to securely
multiplex their access to any amount of shared data (e.g., via
shared files or pipes) for performing in-place updates. ELAS-
TICLAVE makes this possible without creating any additional
memory copies or establishing secure channels. The shared
memory region can be created by (say) the producer and
shared with the consumer with a static maximum permission
of rw−l as shown in Figure 2a. When either of them wish to
acquire exclusive access temporarily, they can use the change
instruction, setting it from 0 to 1. Therefore, the only overhead
incurred is that of the execution of the change instruction
itself, which is in sharp contrast to the 2 copies of the entire
shared data required in spatial isolation model.
Revisiting Pattern 2: Proxy. The proxy example can be seen
as a straight-forward sequential stitching of two producer-
consumer instances. The shared data would first be written by
the producer, then the proxy atomically reads or updates it, and
then the consumer would read it. All three entities can hold
the lock bit in this order to avoid any faulty enclave to access
the shared memory where unintended. ELASTICLAVE transfer
instruction eliminates windows of attack when passing the
locks from one enclave to another. Specifically, it allows the
source to atomically transfer the lock to proxy, who then
atomically transfers it to the consumer. In this way, the proxy
workflow can be implemented without any extra copy of the
shared data as shown in Figure 2b.
Revisiting Pattern 3: Client-Server. The client-server work-
flow can similarly be executed by keeping a single copy of the
shared data, as shown in Figure 2c, which reduces the number
of data copies from 6 in the case of spatial isolation to 1.
Compatibility with Spatial Isolation. It is easy to see that

ELASTICLAVE is strictly more expressive than spatial iso-
lation model, and hence keeps complete compatibility with
designs that work in the spatial isolation model. Setting up
the equivalent of the public memory is simple—the owner
can create the region and share it with rwx− for all. Private
memory simply is not shared after creation by the owner.
Privilege De-escalation Built-in. In ELASTICLAVE, en-
claves can self-reduce their privileges below the allowed max-
imum, without raising any signals to other enclaves. This
design choice enables compatibility with several other low-
level defenses which enclaves may wish to deploy for their
own internal safety—for example, making shared object be
non-executable, or write-protecting shared security metadata.

3.5 Security & Simplicity

We begin by observing that it is straight-forward to implement
the ELASTICLAVE interface with an (inefficient) trusted en-
forcement layer using spatially isolated memory2. It follows
that any memory permission configurations which may be
deemed as “attacks” on the ELASTICLAVE would also be ad-
missible in a faithful emulation on the spatial isolation model.
In this sense, ELASTICLAVE does not degrade security over
the spatial isolation model. The primary highlight of ELASTI-
CLAVE is the performance gains it enables without degrading
security.

We point out two desirable high-level security properties
that immediately follow from the ELASTICLAVE interface
(Table 2). Application writers can rely on these properties
without employing any extra security mechanisms.
Property 1: Bounded Escalation. If an owner does not ex-
plicitly authorize an enclave p access to a region r with a said
permission, p will not be able to obtain that access.

This property follows from three design points: (a) Only
the owner can change the set of enclaves that can access a
region. Non-owner enclaves cannot grant access permissions
to other enclaves since there is no permission re-delegation
instruction in the interface. (b) Each valid enclave that can
access a region has its permissions bounded by an owner-
specified static maximum. (c) For each access or instruction,
the accessor enclave and the permission is checked to be
legitimate by each instruction in the interface (see Table 2).
Property 2: Enforceable Serialization of Non-faulty En-
claves. If the application has a pre-determined sequence in
which accesses of non-faulty enclaves should be serialized,
then ELASTICLAVE can guarantee that accesses obey that
sequence or will be aborted. Specifically, let us consider any
desired sequence of memory accesses on an ELASTICLAVE

2The enforcement layer would be implemented by a trusted enclave,
which would keeps the shared memory content and the permission matrix in
its private memory. Each invocation of a ELASTICLAVE instruction would
translate to a RPC call to the enforcement enclave, which could simply
emulate the stated checks in Table 2 and Appendix A as checks on its matrix.
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region a1,a2, . . . ,an and assume that all enclaves perform-
ing these accesses are uncompromised. Then, using ELASTI-
CLAVE, the application writer can guarantee that its sequence
of accesses will follow the desired sequence, even in the pres-
ence of other faulty enclaves, or can be aborted safely.

The property can be enforced by composing two ELAS-
TICLAVE abstractions: (a) For each access ai by an enclave
e(ai) in the pre-determined sequence, the accessor can first
acquire the lock to be sure that no other accesses interfere.
(b) When the accessor changes, say at access a j, the current en-
clave e(a j) can safely hand-over the lock to the next accessor
e(a j+1) by using the transfer instruction. Faulty enclaves
cannot acquire the lock and access the region at any inter-
mediate point in this access chain. For example, in Pattern 2
(proxy), once the proxy enclave modifies the data in-place,
simply releasing the lock is not safe. A faulty source enclave
can acquire the lock before the destination does and tamper
with the data. However, the proxy can eliminate such an attack
from a racing adversary using the transfer instruction.
Simplicity. Several additional design decisions make ELAS-
TICLAVE simple to reason about. We discuss two of these:
forcing applications to use local-only views in making trust
decisions and minimizing interface complexity.

Each enclave is asked to make security decisions based
only on its own local view of its current and static maximum
permissions. This is an intentional design choice in ELAS-
TICLAVE to maintain simplicity. One could expose the state
of the complete access control (permission) matrix of all en-
claves to each other, for enabling more flexible or dynamic
trust decisions between enclaves. However, this would also
add complexity to application writers. All enclaves would
need to be aware of any changes to the global access permis-
sions, and be careful to avoid any potential TOCTOU attacks
when making any trust decisions based on it. To simplify mak-
ing trust decisions, the only interface in ELASTICLAVE where
an enclave assumes a global restriction on the shared memory
is the lock bit. When using this interface, the lock holder can
assume that it is the only holder of the lock globally.

ELASTICLAVE admits a simpler TEE implementation. The
interface avoids keeping any metadata that changes based on
shared memory state (or content). The TEE hardware can
keep all security-relevant metadata in access control tables,
for instance. Since enclaves do not have visibility into the
global view of permissions of all other enclaves, the TEE does
not need to set up additional mechanisms to notify enclaves
on changes to this table (e.g., via signals). Further, ELASTI-
CLAVE does not provide complete transaction memory se-
mantics, i.e., it does not provide atomic commits or memory
rollbacks, which come with their own complexity [31].

Similarly, consider starvation: A malicious or buggy en-
clave may not release the lock. A more complex interface
than ELASTICLAVE would either require the TEE to arbitrate
directly or allow the owner to do so, say to have memory be
released within a time bound. However, such a solution would

come with considerable interface complexity. It would open
up subtle attack avenues on the lock holder. For instance, the
enclave could lose control of the shared memory when its con-
tents are not yet safe to be exposed. Instead, ELASTICLAVE
simply allows owners to be notified when enclaves issue re-
quests to acquire locks via the change instruction. Enclaves
can implement any reasonable policy for starvation—for ex-
ample, to tear down the memory securely if a lock holder is
unresponsive or repeatedly acquiring locks to the region.

4 Implementation on RISC-V

We build a prototype implementation of ELASTICLAVE on
an open-source RocketChip quad-core SoC [4, 38]. We uti-
lize 2 building blocks from the RISC-V architecture, namely
its physical memory protection (PMP) feature and the pro-
grammable machine-mode (m−mode). Note that ELASTI-
CLAVE does not make any changes to the hardware. We use
Keystone—an open-source framework for instantiating new
security TEEs such as ELASTICLAVE [26]. Keystone pro-
vides a Linux driver and a convenient SDK to create, start,
resume, and terminate enclaves by using the aforementioned
features. It supports gcc compiler and has C/C++ library
to build enclave applications. Keystone originally uses the
spatial isolation model, which we do not.
RISC-V PMP and m−mode. The physical memory protec-
tion (PMP) feature of RISC-V allows software in machine-
mode (the highest privilege level in RISC-V) to restrict phys-
ical memory accesses of software at lower privilege lev-
els (supervisor- and user-modes). Machine-mode software
achieves this by configuring PMP entries, which are a set
of registers in each CPU core. Each PMP register holds an
entry specifying one contiguous physical address range and
its corresponding access permissions. Interested readers can
refer to the RISC-V standard PMP specifications [38].

The ELASTICLAVE TEE implementation runs as m−mode

software. All the meta-data about the memory regions, own-
ers, static maximums, and the current view of the permission
matrix are stored in here. The m−mode is the only privilege-
level that can modify PMP entries. Thus, the OS (s−mode)
and the enclave (u−mode) cannot read or update any PMP
entries or meta-data. When the enclave invokes any ELASTI-
CLAVE instruction, the execution traps and the hardware redi-
rects it to the m−mode. This control-flow cannot be changed
by s−mode or u−mode software. After entering m−mode,
ELASTICLAVE first checks whether the caller of the instruc-
tion is permitted to make the call. If it is a valid entity who is
permitted to invoke this instruction, ELASTICLAVE performs
the meta-data, and if necessary, PMP updates.

ELASTICLAVE keeps two mappings in its implementa-
tion: (a) virtual address ranges of each enclave and the corre-
sponding ELASTICLAVE region universal identifier (uid); and
(b) the effective physical address range to which each uid is
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mapped. Thus, when an enclave tries to access a virtual ad-
dress, ELASTICLAVE performs a two-level translation: from
virtual address to a uid and subsequently to the physical ad-
dress. The map and unmap instruction only require updating
the first mapping, as they update virtual to uid mappings only.
The change, share, and transfer only update the second
mapping because they only change permission bits without
affecting virtual memory to uid bindings. The create and
destroy instructions update both mappings. For enforcing
access checks, the ELASTICLAVE TEE additionally maintains
a permissions matrix of the current and the static maximum
permissions of each enclave. Permissions are associated with
uids, not with virtual addresses. For enforcement, the TEE
translates uid permissions in the permission matrix to phys-
ical memory access limits via PMP entries. Whenever the
permission matrix is updated by an enclave, the permission
updates must be reflected into the access limits in PMP en-
tries. Further, one PMP entry is reserved by ELASTICLAVE
to protects is internal mappings and security data structures.

The RISC-V specification limits the number of PMP regis-
ters to 16. Since each region is protected by one PMP entry,
this fixes the maximum number of regions allowable across
all enclaves simultaneously. This limit is not due to ELAS-
TICLAVE design, and one can increase the number of PMP
entries and ELASTICLAVE only increases the needed PMP
entries by 1.

When context-switching from one enclave to another, apart
from the standard register-save restore, Keystone modifies
PMP entries to disallow access to enclave private memory—
this is because it uses a spatial isolation design. We modify
this behavior to allow continued access to shared regions even
when the owner is not executing for ELASTICLAVE.

5 Evaluation

We aim at evaluate the following research questions:

• How does the performance of ELASTICLAVE compare
with spatial ShMem baseline on RISC-V?

• What is the impact of ELASTICLAVE on privileged soft-
ware trusted code base (TCB) and hardware complexity?

We implement the spatial ShMem baseline and ELASTI-
CLAVE on the same hardware core, in order to singularly
measure the difference between the spatial and our ELASTI-
CLAVE design. Production-grade TEEs, such as Intel SGX,
often have additional mechanisms (e.g., hardware-level mem-
ory encryption, limited size of private physical memory, etc.)
which are orthogonal to the performance gains due to our
proposed memory model. Our implementation and evaluation
exclude these overheads.
Benchmarks. We experiment with 2 types of benchmarks, us-
ing both our ELASTICLAVE implementation and the described
spatial ShMem baseline (Section 2.1) on the same RISC-V

core: (a) simple synthetic programs we constructed that im-
plement the 3 data patterns with varying number of regions
and size of data. We also construct synthetic thread synchro-
nization workloads with controllable contention for locks. (b)
standard pre-existing real-world benchmarks, which include
I/O intensive workloads (IOZone [21]), parallel computation
(SPLASH-2 [7, 45]), and CPU-intensive benchmarks (ma-
chine learning inference with Torch [48, 49]). We manually
modify these benchmarks to add ELASTICLAVE instructions,
since we do not presently have a compiler for ELASTICLAVE.

Experimental Setup. We use a cycle-accurate, FPGA-
accelerated (FireSim [25]) simulation of RocketChip [4].
Each system consists of 4 RV64GC cores, a 16KB instruction
and data caches, 16 PMP entries per core (unless stated other-
wise), and a shared 4MB L2 cache. Area numbers were com-
puted using a commercial 22nm process with Synopsys De-
sign Compiler version L-2016.03-SP5-2 targeting 800 MHz.
Other than varying the number of PMP entries, we do not
make any changes to RocketChip.

5.1 Performance of ELASTICLAVE

To evaluate the performance of ELASTICLAVE vs. spatial iso-
lation, we first used synthetic benchmarks that cover common
types of data sharing behaviors in applications, including the
data sharing patterns introduced in Section 2.1.

Synthetic Benchmark: Data-Sharing Patterns. We con-
struct synthetic benchmarks for the 3 patterns in Section 2.1
and measure data sharing overhead (excluding any actual data
processing). We set up 2 (for producer-consumer and client-
server) or 3 (for the proxy pattern) enclaves and compare:
(a) full ELASTICLAVE support as described in Section 3.3
(ELASTICLAVE-full); (b) ELASTICLAVE without the lock per-
mission bit design (ELASTICLAVE-nolock); and (c) spatial
isolation which transfers data through secure public mem-
ory. Figure 5 shows the performance for 3 patterns. Figure 6
shows the breakdown for the proxy pattern.

Observations: The results exhibit a huge performance
improvement of ELASTICLAVE-full over spatial, which in-
creases with an increase in the record size. When the record
size is 512 bytes, ELASTICLAVE-full provides over 60×
speedup compared with spatial; when the record size in-
creases to 64KB the speedup also increases and reaches 600×.
In ELASTICLAVE-full, although invoking security instructions
is a large contributor to the overhead, by doing this the appli-
cation eliminates copying and communication through secure
public memory. As a result, the total overhead of ELASTI-
CLAVE-full does not increase with the size of the transferred
data, unlike spatial. Note that ELASTICLAVE-full corresponds
to a two-way isolation paradigm highlighted in Section 2.2.

ELASTICLAVE-nolock, the design of ELASTICLAVE with
the lock permission bit removed, is shown to be more costly
than ELASTICLAVE-full with overhead that increases with
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Figure 5: Performance of the 3 data-sharing patterns.
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Figure 6: Performance breakdown for the proxy pattern.

the data size. Figure 6 indicates that this is because ELASTI-
CLAVE-nolock does not completely eliminate data copying.

Synthetic Benchmark: Thread Synchronization. We im-
plement a common workload for spinlocks between threads,
each of which runs in a separate enclave, but both do not
trust the OS. For ELASTICLAVE, we further distinguish
simple spinlocks (ELASTICLAVE-spinlock) and futexes
(ELASTICLAVE-futex). For spinlocks, we keep the lock state
in a shared region with no access to the OS. For futexes, the
untrusted OS has read-only access to the lock states, which
allows enclaves to sleep while waiting for locks and be woken
up by the OS when locks are released. This form of sharing
corresponds the one-way isolation described in Section 2.2,
where the OS has read-only permissions. For spatial, we im-
plement a dedicated trusted coordinator enclave to manage
the lock states, with enclaves communicating with it through
secure public memory for lock acquisition and release.

Observations: We report that ELASTICLAVE-futex and
ELASTICLAVE-spinlock achieve much higher performance
compared with spatial (Figures 7), especially when the con-
tention is low (the lock is acquired and released often). For
higher contention where the time spent waiting for the lock
overshadows the overhead of acquiring and releasing the lock,
the 3 settings have comparable performance. In addition,
ELASTICLAVE-futex achieves up to 1.5× CPU-time perfor-
mance improvement over ELASTICLAVE-spinlock despite
having no advantage in terms of real-time performance (wall-
clock latency). Figure 8 shows the performance of ELASTI-
CLAVE-futex vs ELASTICLAVE-spinlock.
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Figure 7: Synthetic Thread Synchronization Performance.
Cycles (normalized by the contention).

Real-World Benchmark 1: File I/O. We run the IOZone
benchmark [21]; it makes frequent file I/O calls from enclave
into the untrusted host process. Here, for spatial, the com-
munication does not need to be protected with secure public
memory. Figures 9a and 9b shows write and read bandwidth.

Observations: Even without secure public memory com-
munication in spatial, ELASTICLAVE achieves a higher band-
width than spatial, when the record size grows above a thresh-
old (16KB). The bandwidth increase reaches as high as 0.4 for
the writer workload and around 0.5 for the reader workload
when the record size is sufficiently large.
Real-World Benchmark 2: Parallel Computation. We ran
7 SPLASH-2 workloads in a two-enclave setting. We adapted
the workloads to multi-enclave implementations by collecting
together the data shared across threads in a memory region
which would be shared across the enclaves. For spatial, load-
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Figure 8: ELASTICLAVE-futex vs ELASTICLAVE-spinlock.

/store instructions that operate on the memory region are
trapped and emulated with RPCs by the enclave runtime. Fig-
ure 10 shows numbers of cycles to execute parallel workloads
in two enclaves (excluding initialization). We were not able to
run libsodium inside the enclave runtime, so we did not use
encryption-decryption when copying data to-and-from secure
public memory for spatial in this experiment. So the actual
overhead in a secure implementation would be higher than
reported in here. Thus, even if the processor had support for
cryptographic accelerators (e.g., AES-NI) that may speedup
spatial, ELASTICLAVE speedups just due to zero-copies are
still significant and out-perform spatial.

Observations: On all the workloads measured, ELASTI-
CLAVE is 2-3 orders of magnitude faster than spatial.
Real-World Benchmark 3: ML Inference. We run 4 ma-
chine learning models for image classification [48] to measure
ELASTICLAVE performance on applications with minimal
data sharing needs (Figure 11). Each of the inference mod-
els runs with a single enclave thread and one shared region
between the enclave and the OS to loads input images.

Observations: The 3 settings have similar performance.
Thus, ELASTICLAVE does not slow-down CPU-intensive ap-
plications that do not share data extensively.

Compared to spatial, ELASTICLAVE improves I/O-
intensive workload performance up to 600× (data size
> 64KB) and demonstrates 50% higher bandwidth. For
shared-memory benchmarks, it gains up to a 1000×
speedup.

Comparison to Native. ELASTICLAVE is up to 90% as per-
formant as native (traditional Linux processes no enclave
isolation) for a range of our benchmarks (Figures 10 and 11).
ELASTICLAVE performs comparable to native for frequent
data sharing over large-size (Figures 9a and 9b).

Function ELASTICLAVE Enclave
Privileged TCB Runtime

uid management 1070 0
Permission matrix enforcement 574 0
ELASTICLAVE instruction interface 219 82
Argument marshaling 0 88
Wrappers for ELASTICLAVE interface 0 1407
Miscellaneous 960 1869

Total 3085 3729

Table 3: Breakdown in LoC of ELASTICLAVE TCB & Enclave
runtime libraries (not in ELASTICLAVE TCB).

5.2 Impact on Implementation Complexity

We report on the ELASTICLAVE TCB, hardware chip area,
context switch cost, and critical path latency.
TCB. ELASTICLAVE does not incur any change to the hard-
ware. Its only requires additional PMP entries, one entry
per shared region. ELASTICLAVE TCB is 6814 LoC (Ta-
ble 3). 3085 LoC to implement the ELASTICLAVE interface
in m−mode, 3729 LoC to use the interface in an enclave.
Context Switches. Context switching between enclaves and
the OS incurs PMP changes. Thus, the overhead may change
with numbers of PMP-protected memory regions. To empiri-
cally measure this, we record the percentage of cycles spent
on context switches in either direction for a workload that
never explicitly switches out to the OS (therefore all context
switches from the enclave to the OS are due to interrupts). The
percentage overhead increases linearly with the number of
memory regions but is negligibly small: 0.1% for 1 memory
region and 0.15% for 4 memory regions.
Hardware Critical Path Delay. To determine the critical
path of the hardware design and examine if the PMP entries
are on this path, we push the design to a target frequency of 1
GHz3. We measure the global critical path latency, which is
of the whole core, and the critical path through the PMP reg-
isters. With this, we compute the slack, which is the desired
delay minus the actual delay—a larger slack corresponds to a
smaller actual delay in comparison to the desired delay. We
find that the slack through PMP is significantly better than
global critical path. With 16 PMP entries, the slack through
PMP is −44.1 picoseconds compared to −190.1 picoseconds
for the global critical path. In other words, the PMP would
allow for a higher clock speed, but the rest of the design pre-
vents it. Thus, the number of PMP entries is not the bottleneck
of the timing of the hardware design. We also tested that PMPs
are not on the critical path for 8 and 32 PMP settings as well
(details elided due to space). As a direct result, the number of
PMP entries does not create a performance bottleneck for any
instruction (e.g., load/store, PMP read/write), in our tests.
Area. The only impact of ELASTICLAVE on RISC-V hard-

3We set the frequency higher than 800 MHz (which is what we have
for our successful synthesis) to push the optimization limit of the hardware
design so we can find out the bottleneck of the hardware design.
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Figure 9: IOZone Bandwidth for 8M and 512M byte files.
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Figure 12: RocketChip Area vs. numbers of PMP entries.

ware is on the increased PMP pressure (i.e., we require more
PMP entries per region), which increases chip area require-
ments. We synthesize RocketChip with different numbers of
PMP registers and collect the area statistics. The range we ex-
plore goes beyond the limit of 16 in the standard RISC-V ISA
specification. Figure 12 exhibits the increase in the total area
with increasing numbers of PMP entries. The increase is not
significant. Starting with 0 PMP entries, every 8 additional
PMP entries only incurr 1% increase in the total area.

ELASTICLAVE does not significantly increases soft-
ware TCB size (~6800 LOC), critical path delay, or hard-
ware area pressure (~1% per 8 PMP entries), which
shows that the design scales well with number of regions.

6 Related Work

Isolation abstractions are of long-standing importance to secu-
rity. There has been extensive work on partitioning security-
critical applications using software isolation abstractions us-
ing namespace isolation (e.g., containers), software-based
techniques (e.g., SFI [51], native-client [54]), language-based
isolation (java-capabilities [34], web-sandboxing [1]), OS-
based sandboxing [22], and using hypervisors (e.g., virtual
machines [5, 53]). Our work is on hardware support for iso-
lation, namely using enclave TEEs. ELASTICLAVE draws
attention to a single point in the design space of memory
models that TEEs support, specifically, its memory model and
its impact on memory sharing. The pre-dominant model used
today is that of spatial isolation, which is used in Intel SGX,
as well as others (e.g., TrustZone [2], AMD SEV [23, 24]).
ELASTICLAVE explains the conceptual drawbacks of this
model and offers a relaxation that enables better performance.
Intel SGX v2 follows the spatial isolation design, with the
exception that permissions and sizes of private regions can be
changed dynamically [32, 52]. As a result, the "all-or-none"
trust division between enclaves remains the same as in v1.

TEEs, including SGX, has received extensive security
scrutiny. Recent works have shown the challenges of leak-
age via side-channels. New TEEs have focused on provid-
ing better micro-architectural resistance to side-channels [9].
Designs providing stronger confidentiality due to oblivious
execution techniques have been proposed [29]. Keystone is
a framework for experimenting with new enclave designs,
which uses the spatial isolation model [26].

Several TEE designs have been proposed prior to Intel SGX
which show the promise and feasibility of enclave TEEs [8,
11,14,27,44,46]. After the availability of SGX in commercial
CPUs [41], several works have shed light on the security and
compatibility improvements possible over the original SGX
design [9, 10, 16, 18, 26, 32, 37, 52]. They allow for better
security, additional classes of applications, better memory
allocation, and hierarchical security protection. Nevertheless,
they largely adhere to the spatial isolation model, and have
not explicitly challenged the assumptions.

TEE-based designs for memory sharing and TCB reduc-
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tion are similar in spirit to mechanisms used in hypervisors
and microkernels—for example, as used in page-sharing via
EPT tables [12, 55], IOMMU implementations for memory-
mapped devices such as GPUs or NICs [30]. The key dif-
ference is in the trust model: Hypervisors [5] and microker-
nels [28] are entrusted to make security decisions on behalf
of VMs, whereas in enclaved TEEs, the privileged software is
untrusted and enclaves self-arbitrate security decisions. Fur-
ther, microkernels and monolithic kernels operate in system
mode (e.g., S-mode in RISC-V) which is in the TCB. They
are larger compared to (say) the ELASTICLAVE TCB.

Emerging proposals such as Intel TDX [47], Intel MK-
TME [35], Intel MPK [36], Donky [39] enable hardware-
enforced domain protection. However, they protect entire vir-
tual machines or groups of memory pages (in contrast to
enlcaves in Intel SGX). Notably, they extend fast hardware
support to protect physical memory of a trust domain (e.g.,
from a physical adversary) but adhere to spatial model. They
can benefit from ELASTICLAVE memory model.

7 Conclusion

We present ELASTICLAVE, a new TEE memory model that
allows enclaves to selectively and temporarily share memory
with other enclaves and the OS. We demonstrate that ELAS-
TICLAVE eliminates expensive data copy operation and main-
tains same level of application-desired security. Our ELASTI-
CLAVE prototype on RISC-V FPGA core offers 1 to 2 order of
magnitude performance improvements over existing models.
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Interface Pre-condition Transition Relation

create (p : EnclaveID,
l : Size)→

(r : UID,e : Error)

p ∈ P ∧∃n : UID[n /∈ dom(R )] S′ = S[R /R +{n 7→ 〈p, l〉},
A/A +{〈n, p〉 7→ 〈rwxl,rwxl〉},

M /M +{〈n, i〉 7→ 0 | i = 0,1 · · · , l−1}]

∧ r = n

∧
e = SUCCESS

map (p : EnclaveID,
v : Vaddr,r : UID)→

(e : Error)

〈r, p〉 ∈ dom(A)∧∀u : Vaddr,g : UID
[〈p,u,g〉 /∈ V ∨¬Intersect〈u,g,v,r〉]

S′ = S[V /V +{〈p,v,r〉}] ∧ e = SUCCESS

unmap (p : EnclaveID,
v : Vaddr,r : UID)→

(e : Error)

〈p,v,r〉 ∈ V S′ = S[V /V −{〈p,v,r〉}] ∧ e = SUCCESS

share (p : EnclaveID,
r : UID,o : EnclaveID,

a : Permission)→
(e : Error)

o ∈ P ∧o 6= p∧ p = ROwner(r)∧
〈r,o〉 /∈ dom(A)

S′ = S[A/A +{〈r,o〉 7→ 〈a,----〉}] ∧ e = SUCCESS

change (p : EnclaveID,
r : UID,

a : Permission)→
(e : Error)

〈r, p〉 ∈ dom(A)∧a≤ AMaxPerm(r, p)∧
(l ∈ a =⇒ ∀o ∈ P ,o 6= a,〈r,o〉 ∈ dom(A)

[l /∈ APerm(r,o)])

S′ = S[A/A [〈r, p〉 7→ 〈AMaxPerm(r, p),a〉]] ∧ e = SUCCESS

destroy (p : EnclaveID,
r : UID)→
(e : Error)

p = ROwner(r) S′ = S[R /R −{r 7→ 〈p, l〉 | l : Size},
A/A−{〈r,o〉 7→ 〈a,b〉 | o : EnclaveID,

a : Permission,b : Permission},
M /M −{〈r, i〉 7→ d | i : Offset,d : Byte},

V /V −{〈p,v,r〉 | v : Vaddr}]

∧ e = SUCCESS

transfer (p : EnclaveID,
r : UID,

o : EnclaveID)→
(e : Error)

〈r, p〉,〈r,o〉 ∈ dom(A)∧l ∈ APerm(r, p)∧
l ∈ AMaxPerm(r,o)

S′ = S[A/A [〈r, p〉 7→
〈AMaxPerm(r, p),APerm(r, p)−{l}〉,

〈r,o〉 7→
〈AMaxPerm(r,o),APerm(r,o)+{l}〉]]

∧ e = SUCCESS

read (p : EnclaveID,
v : Vaddr)→

(d : Byte,
e : Error)

∃u : Vaddr,r : UID[〈p,u,r〉 ∈ V∧
Covers(u,r,v)∧r ∈ APerm(r, p)∧

(l ∈ APerm(r, p)∨∀o ∈ P ,〈r,o〉 ∈ dom(A)

[l /∈ APerm(r,o)])]

d = M (r,v−u)

∧
e = SUCCESS

Table 4: ELASTICLAVE Interface. ELASTICLAVE state is defined as: S := 〈P ,R ,A ,M ,V 〉, where P := {p | p : EnclaveID};
R := UID ↪→ EnclaveID× Size; A := UID× EnclaveID ↪→ Permission2; M := UID× Offset ↪→ Byte; and V ⊆
EnclaveID× UID× Vaddr. dom(·) denotes the domain of a function. A ↪→ B defines a partial function from set A to set
B (with a domain that is a subset of A). ROwner(r) and RSize(r) denote the owner the size (in bytes) of region r. APerm(r, p)
and AMaxPerm(r, p) to denote the dynamic permission and static maximum permission of region r with respect to enclave p.
R (r) := 〈ROwner(r),RSize(r)〉,A(r, p) := 〈AMaxPerm(r, p),APerm(r, p)〉. Permission is defined as the power set of {r,w,x,l}.
a ∈ Permission is represented as drdwdxdl, where each dx is either x, meaning that the permission bit x is present (x ∈ a), or
−, meaning x /∈ a. In the transition relations, A[B/B′] means replacing B with B′ in A and keeping everything else the same;
A[a 7→ b] means changing the value of A(a) to b while keeping everything else the same. Intersect(u,g,v,r) is defined as
u+RSize(g)> v∧v+RSize(r)> u. Covers(u,r,v) is defined as u≤ v < u+RSize(r). Apart from explicit instructions parameters
listed in Table 2, we defined an extra argument p : EnclaveID, to represent the enclave which invokes the instruction. We define
a memory region read. We omit write and execute; their behavior is similar to read.

A ELASTICLAVE Interface

We present the formal definitions for each of the instruction
in ELASTICLAVE. Table 4 gives the detailed pre-condition

checks and the transition relations for each instruction.
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